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Always Know the Status of Work
with Workfront for Jira
Get more work accomplished without technology barriers
Many enterprise workers are anxious about the chaos around their technology stack, relying on a variety
of tools spread across multiple teams to get work done. The onslaught of disparate applications bogs your
team down with inefficient workflows, siloed collaboration, and fragmented visibility into tasks and projects.
While engineering teams use Jira to track their work, the rest of the organization needs a single source of
truth—an operational system of record. Workfront for Jira seamlessly connects the work completed in Jira
to the overall plan kept and monitored in Workfront, maintaining a single operational system of record for
all work accomplished across the enterprise.

eye Gain a Singular View

graph Centralize Reporting

Holistically view all of the work in your organization,
regardless of the tool the team uses.

One place for reports—a unified view of the work
being done in both Workfront and Jira.

cloud-gear Automate Your Workflow

clock Save Time

Seamlessly drive work from the management level,
to execution teams.

Eliminate the redundant, manual entry of tasks,
issues, and approval assignments in both systems.
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How You Can Work Smarter with
Workfront for Jira

Increased Visibility
Progress is clearly tracked in Workfront whether
it’s executed in Jira or Workfront since tasks are
updated automatically based on Jira ticket status.

Integrated Assignments
Automatically create new tickets in Jira by
assigning work in Workfront, keeping information
aligned across both solutions.

Operational Insight
With intelligent reports, Workfront provides up-todate information about the progress of work being
tracked in Jira.

Easily Configurable
Choose which information gets synchronized
between the two systems.

A lways Know the Status of Work
Workfront offers real-time visibility into your organization’s work and integrates
with your other operational investments (like Jira). Whether you’re a single
department or a vast enterprise, Workfront is designed to modernize your
work processes and increase the productivity of your team—all from one
central location. Workfront empowers teams to focus on the right work, do
their best work, and deliver that work faster.
To learn more about how Workfront can drive your work forward, visit:

20028797

workfront.com/integrations/jira
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